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The Class of 2024 has selected the UW Tacoma First Generation Initiatives Fund as the Grad Class Gift to support first generation students to ensure they have access to resources necessary for assistance with academic, professional, and personal development.

Scan the QR Code to learn more and join the campaign:

together.uw.edu/Campaign/2024-uw-tacoma-grad-class-gift

Photography
Out of consideration for other members of the audience, it is requested that those who wish to take photographs of portions of the ceremony remain in their seats and refrain from interfering with the view of others. Guests are not permitted on the main floor.

UW Tacoma has partnered with Pro Pics to take professional portraits of all graduates during the ceremony, as well as family photos on the Tacoma Dome Plaza after the ceremony has concluded.

Photos will be available for purchase after the ceremony. There is no cost to have your photo taken and no obligation to purchase. If you would like to receive your photo proofs, please go to www.UWTacomaPhotos.com to submit your information. If you have any questions regarding photos, please contact Pro Pics at info@propicsusa.com.

Cell phones
Please set your cell phone to “silent” or “vibrate” mode.

After the ceremony
Please meet your graduate outside at the Tacoma Dome plaza.

tacoma.uw.edu/commencement
Congratulations, Class of 2024!

You did it. Through your own hard work and the love and support of those around you, you have reached an important milestone.

My congratulations also extend to all those who inspired and helped you on the way — and I know there have been many. If your journey was anything like mine, inspiration came to you in unexpected places and at unexpected times. A measure of your success is your openness to that inspiration.

The accomplishments you are celebrating today bring me hope for the future in uncertain times. We are here in person celebrating Commencement — perhaps your first chance to walk across a stage in front of your family and friends in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic. We have been and continue to be living in a time of uncertainty and change, which I know weighs heavy on many of you.

But I have seen first-hand your ability to adapt and achieve your goals. That is what gives me confidence you will be a force for change in the world.

What you have done and will do is about much more than securing a credential to further your career, although that in itself is praiseworthy. A college degree remains a key way to overcome structural inequities in our society. A degree can provide a way to make a better life for yourself, your family and your community. The accomplishment you celebrate today can even be a change of trajectory that will resonate for generations to come.

As you join the ranks of UW alumni, remember that your work as a Husky continues. As graduates of UW Tacoma, I hope you feel a responsibility to pay it forward. I urge you to go back to your community and give back generously. We need you!

I offer to each and every one of you my most enthusiastic and profound congratulations.

Sheila Edwards Lange, PhD
Chancellor
Awards & Recognition

Each year at Commencement we recognize outstanding faculty and students. These awards are symbolic of the many hundreds of public servants and thousands of students at UW Tacoma working together to foster a thriving and equitable society.

DISTINGUISHED RESEARCH AWARD

This award recognizes a faculty member with a record of notable scholarship or creative activity, who has generated new knowledge or creativity that impacts their intellectual discipline, and has contributed to the intellectual climate of the UW Tacoma campus and its communities.

Dr. Angela Kitali is an assistant professor in the School of Engineering & Technology. Her research focuses on using real-time data and applying data-driven, statistical, and machine learning approaches to improve highway safety and traffic operations.

Her research reflects a profound understanding of the societal significance of transportation engineering. Kitali’s collective work thus far includes an impressive 23 journal publications, 15 peer-reviewed conference proceedings, and four abstract-reviewed presentations. She has actively sought to diversify her research portfolio, engaging in a wide range of activities including research, grant writing, and collaborative endeavors.

Last year, she led one of the first Course-based Undergraduate Research (CURE) projects at UW Tacoma, part of a “Research for All” effort to provide students with research experience at the undergraduate level. Her class worked on a project to understand micromobility—the use of bicycles, scooters and skateboards for getting around—in Tacoma.

Kitali’s proactive engagement with government agencies and community groups extends far beyond the Tacoma area, reflecting her commitment to effecting positive change on a broader scale. She earned her PhD in civil engineering from Florida International University in 2020 and joined the faculty at UW Tacoma in 2021.

DISTINGUISHED TEACHING AWARD

The award recognizes a faculty member who demonstrates a mastery of their subject matter, the ability to engage diverse students both within and outside of the classroom, and who strives for innovation in course design.

Dr. Emma Rose is an associate professor in the School of Interdisciplinary Arts & Sciences. She is a technical communication scholar whose research and teaching are motivated by a commitment to social justice and designing for inclusion.

Rose’s scholarly focus on human-centered design and inclusivity informs her student-centered approach to teaching. She co-creates rubrics with students and structures her assignments to encourage students to bring their interests, literacies, and expertise into her classes.

In addition to designing courses, assignments, and activities that foster deep reflection and critical inquiry, Rose is a strong advocate for the transformative learning experience of undergraduate research. She has worked with students on over 25 projects including NSF-funded grants and community-engaged projects. Rose also serves as a mentor and peer observer for faculty colleagues.

Rose was also honored this year for her work as part of the Digital Learning User Experience (DLUX) team that brought faculty, staff and students together to develop common criteria and quality instruction techniques across in-person and hybrid coursework.

She earned her PhD in human-centered design and engineering from the University of Washington in Seattle and joined the UW Tacoma faculty in 2013. She teaches courses in user experience (UX), UX research, user-centered design, and technical writing.
The Distinguished Community Engagement Award recognizes the important and innovative community-based work being done by faculty at UW Tacoma.

**Dr. Chieh (Sunny) Cheng** is an associate professor in the School of Nursing & Healthcare Leadership. Her clinical background as a RN in psychiatric and mental health nursing informs her decades of research in developing and testing evidence-based approaches for improving mental and behavioral health for school youth, individuals with early-stage psychosis, and underserved populations impacted by mental health conditions.

Students’ mental health challenges have been exacerbated by the pandemic, yet Washington ranks 43rd in the nation for equitable access to mental health care for youth. Cheng has partnered with MultiCare and Tacoma Public Schools on implementation and evaluation of Teen Mental Health First Aid (tMHFA), an evidence-based program that teaches teens how to identify, understand and respond to signs of mental health and substance use challenges in their friends and peers.

Her collaborative approach ensures that the programs are not only informed by academic insights but also deeply rooted in the experiences and needs of the community. Partners noted that she combines "deep research knowledge with innovative thinking to push the field of behavioral health forward. And she does all of this with kindness, compassion and humility."

Cheng joined the faculty at UW Tacoma in 2017 after earning her PhD in nursing from University of Washington in Seattle.

**Dr. Eric Madfis** is a professor in the School of Social Work & Criminal Justice. His research focuses on the causes and prevention of school violence, hate crime, and mass murder. He also serves as director of the Violence Prevention and Transformation Research Collaborative (VPTRC).

As part of the VPTRC, he conducts groundbreaking research on the causes and prevention of violence and shares this knowledge with scholars, practitioners, policy makers, and the public in order to reduce violence in our society. In particular, his collaborative research partnership with the Salem-Keizer School District to evaluate the threat assessment model used throughout Washington and Oregon is leading to best practices that address concerns around both safety and equity.

During this academic year, Madfis also organized and hosted two conferences on preventing school violence that brought together students, faculty, teachers, administrators and safety officials from across the Northwest to learn and collaborate. Two more trainings are already planned for next year.

His community partners praise his approach to research and his work bring people across disciplines together on this important topic.

Madfis joined the faculty at UW Tacoma in 2012, shortly after earning his PhD in sociology from Northeastern University.
CHANCELLOR’S MEDAL

The Chancellor’s Medal recognizes an individual who has been a consistent source of inspiration for faculty and fellow students alike, and who has overcome significant obstacles in order to complete a degree.

Christian Gombio graduates from UW Tacoma with a bachelor’s degree in biomedical sciences. A first-generation Filipino-American from Guam, Gombio transferred to UW Tacoma from Green River College. His undergraduate experience has been all about representation and paying kindness forward. Having co-instructed underrepresented youth through UW Tacoma’s Math Science Leadership program, he always strives to instill confidence into and inspire those pursuing their dreams.

During his years at UW Tacoma he has balanced school, work, and volunteering. Serving as a resident assistant in student housing, Gombio encouraged fellow residents to maximize their Husky experiences and worked to ensure a healthy and inclusive living environment. He modeled this with his own campus involvement, working as a student lab assistant and actively participating in multiple student organizations, including the Pacific islander Student Alliance, Black Student Union, Pre-Med Club and UW Tacoma Alumni Council.

He has been an inspiration for fellow students and faculty alike, always willing to mentor and uplift others. After the unexpected death of a faculty member last summer quarter, the students from that faculty member’s class were added to the class Gombio was assisting with. Gombio stepped up to help with the transition. He tutored the students on experimental design to help get their research going in the short amount of allotted time, and was a resource to these students throughout the quarter. His compassion, knowledge, and commitment to service shone through in very challenging circumstances.

Gombio has been accepted to the top-rated veterinary school at Washington State University where he plans to earn his doctor of veterinary medicine.

PRESIDENT’S MEDAL

The President’s Medal recipient is selected from graduating seniors with the most distinguished academic record. This year’s medalist earned a 3.99 GPA.

Danalyn Lia Fernandez graduates from UW Tacoma with a bachelor’s degree in psychology with a minor in education and community engagement. She is a first-generation student (and second-generation Filipina-American) from Federal Way who transferred to UW Tacoma from Green River College where she earned her associate degree with highest honors. At UW Tacoma, she has continued to excel academically, demonstrating a remarkable level of engagement, intellect, and dedication to her studies.

In addition to her studies, she has been involved as a research assistant in two faculty research projects: one evaluating a program that recruits low-income students to STEM majors and another on a systematic review of Asian American, Native Hawaiian, and Pacific Islander (AANHPI) ethnic and racial identity measures.

What sets Fernandez apart is an unwavering dedication to addressing inequities faced by underserved and underrepresented communities. Her involvement in various research projects and community service initiatives exemplifies her commitment to making a tangible difference in the lives of others. From her impactful work as a Writing Consultant in the Teaching and Learning Center, her internship at the Asia Pacific Cultural Center, and volunteer work at Asian Counseling & Referral Service, Fernandez has consistently sought opportunities to advocate for marginalized voices and promote social change.

Fernandez plans to pursue graduate studies to become a counseling psychologist who amplifies the strengths of first-generation and AANHPI youth, paving the way for future generations to receive culturally-accessible mental health care and embrace their identities.
ACADEMIC REGALIA

The academic dress worn by scholars originated in the Middle Ages. When European universities were taking form in the 12th and 13th centuries, the scholars usually were clerics as well, and they adopted dress similar to that of their monastic orders. Buildings were cold and drafty, so caps and warm, floor-length capes with hoods were necessities. As control of education passed from the churches, the dress was modified in various ways, and there was great diversity in the color and style of cap, gown and hood worn at different institutions. In 1895, a standardized code of academic dress was established that is followed by most colleges and universities in the United States.

At the University of Washington, the bachelor’s and master’s gowns are black. The doctoral gowns are purple with purple and gold hoods and are distinguished by three velvet chevrons on each sleeve. The matching mortarboard or tam has a long tassel, and is worn over the left side of the cap. The colors of tassels or hoods are distinctive of the candidate’s academic program (in most cases). Honor cords identify students who are graduating with academic honors and are worn loosely around the neck and hang down in the front.

Master’s hood colors

Master of Arts ................................................................. White hood
Master of Business Administration ....................................... Royal blue hood
Master of Cybersecurity and Leadership .................................. Gold hood
Master of Education .......................................................... Light blue hood
Master of Nursing ............................................................. Apricot hood
Master of Science ............................................................. Gold hood
Master of Science in Accounting ........................................... Royal blue hood
Master of Science in Business Analytics ............................... Royal blue hood
Master of Science in Electrical and Computer Engineering ...... Orange hood
Master of Social Work ....................................................... Citron hood

Tassels

Bachelor of Arts ................................................................. White tassel
Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration .......................... Royal blue tassel
Bachelor of Science .......................................................... Gold tassel
Bachelor of Science in Engineering .................................... Orange tassel
Bachelor of Science in Nursing .......................................... Apricot tassel
Veteran or active-duty military ............................................. Red, white and blue tassel
Master’s ................................................................. Black tassel

Cords

Baccalaureate honors ......................................................... Gold cord
Faculty honors ............................................................... Purple cord
Global Honors distinction .................................................. Ivory cord

ABOUT THE MACE

University of Washington ceremonial occasions begin with the entrance of the University Mace, carried by the faculty marshal, Huatong Sun, Professor, School of Interdisciplinary Arts and Sciences. A mace was originally a weapon used by mounted knights for protection. It since has become a symbol of authority indicating that the proceedings to follow have official sanction. The current mace was presented to the University by the Alumni Association in 1961.
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Presentation of Colors .......................................................... The Joint Base Lewis-McChord Honor Guard comprised of Soldiers from the 593rd Expeditionary Sustainment Command

Convening of Ceremony .......................................................... Faculty Marshal Huatong Sun

National Anthem ..................................................................... Nicholas Mondeck

Native Welcome ..................................................................... Puyallup Tribal Council Chair Bill Sterud

Welcome and Introductions ................................................... Chancellor Sheila Edwards Lange
                                                            ASUWT President Holly Wetzel

Presentation of Chancellor’s Medal ....................................... Chancellor Sheila Edwards Lange

Presentation of President’s Medal ......................................... President Ana Mari Cauce

President’s Remarks ............................................................. President Ana Mari Cauce

Presentation of Degree Candidates and Conferring of Degrees ...................................................... UW Regent Chair David Zeeck
                                                                .................................................. Executive Vice Chancellor Andrew Harris

Presentation of Graduated Class ............................................ Chancellor Sheila Edwards Lange

Closing of Ceremony ............................................................. Faculty Marshal Huatong Sun

Music .................................................................................. The Tacoma Youth Symphony
Doctoral degrees

Degrees awarded on completion of all graduation requirements.
Listing in this program does not indicate that all requirements have been met.

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

DOCTORATE IN
EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP
Kylie Terese Danielson
Angela Ka Ming Leung
Master’s degrees

Degrees awarded on completion of all graduation requirements.
Listing in this program does not indicate that all requirements have been met.

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

EDUCATIONAL SPECIALIST IN
SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY

Daniel T. Akamine
Dedra Ann Bracher
Chelsea Elizabeth Bruen
Kaitlyn Bridgette Crudge
Marie Saveth Daffon
Seonyeong Kim
Amanda MacInnis
Mari Linae Mills
Erik Brennen Steele
Alma Paola Vargas Salazar

MASTER OF
EDUCATION

Mariah Archibald Shulman
Cherin Avey
Patricia Elizabeth Bautista
Valerie Kay Bellack
Elise H. Bill-Gerrish
Nathaniel Blaine Bisson
Sarah Calderon
Christine Anne Cambra
Russell Castellano
Aleyda Marisol
Cervantes Gutierrez
Jennifer M. Collen
Nicole Monjelay Dock
David Duenas
Gladys Guadalupe Espino
Emily Margaret Gallagher
Derek Robert Getchell
Melinda Melody Goetz
Karoline Gomez
Martha Alicia Goodwin
Kayla Rae Guyett
Clayton R. Hamill

Brianna Chizuko Ishihara
Ray Anthony Jenkins
Toni Annette Jones
Lori Marie Korndorfer
Kayla Lorene Kupinski
Chloe Maria Little
Guadalupe Montserrat
Macias Rivera
Ashlyn Mason
Catherine Grace Matz
Lisa Lee McDonald
Zzachary Lawrence Mcdonell
Daniel E. Murray
Sylvia M. Murray
Starleen J. Ngo
Haley Christine Nuttman
Raquel Quirino
Denita R. Santos
Kathleen Sayah
Jacob Robert Shaffer
Tanya Sohappy
Tyler Steven Spencer
Kayla M. Warford
Maxwell R. Yapp
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
COMPUTER SCIENCE & SYSTEMS
Zareen Akhtar
Bhagyashree Aras
Sai Prateek Atluri
Lifan Cao
Xinghan Chen
Nicola Tarek Daoud
Anish Deshpande
Nandhini Dhanasekaran
Xuchong Du
Divyansh Dwivedi
Jared Padilla Elliott
Ashutosh Vilas Engavle
Asma Faroo
Sunita Gajurel
Steven Kenneth Golob
Chhavi Gupta
Nazrin Islamova
Divya Jacob
Ruize Jia
Jasleen Kaur
Dean Allen Kelley
Xiaoyang Li
Yafei Li
Anuar Maratkhun
Andrew Moreno-Escareno
Harrison Tagne Moude Foko
Ramasoumya Narparaju
Linh Nguyen
Micaela Raquel Nomakchteinsky
David Anthony Orriss III *
Cynthia Pang
Sri Vibhu Paruchuri
Nirav Reddi
Karen Angella Edy Setiawan
Hameeda Fatima Shaik
Pengfei Sheng
Jyoti Arvind Singh
Vyshnavi Sirpa
Srishty
Jeffrey Stockman
Sathwika Suddala
Nehaa Vuppala
Sanjay Vuppugandla
Yan Wang
Yanliu Wang
Zhengyang Wang
Yifan Xie
Lechen Yang
Mary Yang
Shubing Yang
Cheng Zhang
Hannming Zhang
Deyi Zhou
Xiaoqing Zhou

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
ELECTRICAL & COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Oscar Andre Alvarez
Joseph John Artura
Saahil Athri
Angela C. Farin
Ankit Kadian
Logan Troy Miller
Mohana Venkata Shanmukha
Srikar Pasumarthi
Zakirhusain M. Patel
Yoel Tesfay Russom
Faisal Amer F. Shihabuddin
Rohit Sivakumar

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY + MILGARD SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

MASTER OF
CYBERSECURITY
AND LEADERSHIP
Leyth Wehelie Adan
Hamdi Ahmed
Solomon Anoorrenga Avoole
Geetha Prakash Bhandi
Jerald Edward Bledsoe *
Aaron M. Bostick
Noah Louis Clemmer
Milton Cesar Cruz *
Nnenna Comfort David-Uka *
Jeremy Scott Douglass
Nasim Faizi
William Fritts *
Scott Jermaine Guyton
Brandon Jay Hamlyn *
Anthony Scott Higgins *
Michael John Hoffman
Allan Kalley *
Aakriti Khanal
Emma Kizil *
Vitaliy Semenovich Kosanovskiy
Nelly Kosasih
Seshadri Krishnaswamy *
Christopher Randall Lee *
Briana Lemon
Namita Mahajan
Nesi Mpanzu Matondo
James M. Muckian
Avinesh Narayan
Nick Nguyen
Basil C. Okorie
Ajit Pariyar
Seo Young Park
Jerica Dawn Rodabaugh-Keenan
Jason G. Sasser *
Nupur Singh
Jonathan F. Tengbeh
MILGARD SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

◊ Beta Gamma Sigma International Honor Society (Business)

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Antoinett Monique Atkins
Nicholas Joseph Austin ◊
Novus-Khan Binyaamem
Amelia Ann Browning
Mitchell Thomas Chahalis
Justin Paul Delaurier
Mariallah Beverly Pineda Dizon
Jason Michael Downing ◊
Taylor J. Gregory
Zane Andrew Haxtema
Aidan Helt
Ramon Policarpio Hemerlein ◊
Brittany Elaine Little
Andrew Arthur Lyon
Christine Deanne Marshall
Bumrye Martinez
Garret Daniel McKinney
Ngoc Linh Thi Nguyen
Muturi L. Njenga
Theodore Pierce Pease
Izham Shahrif Reger
Sam Rouse ◊
Wilson Michael Roer ◊
Annika Nicole Semon
Marae Arianne Slyter
Jennifer S. Smith
Nuri Song ◊
Heath Wimberley

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ACCOUNTING
Payal Bansal
Manu Bhargava
Muhammad Haseeb Bhatti
Susan Bradbury
Eduard Braila
Evan R. Campbell
Upsasona Chatterjee ◊
Mei Qing Chen ◊
Vonda Chomthananat
Mariatu Conteh
Dhara Dharmesh Desai
Markus Dueker-Ramirez
Idley Abdulkadir Edey
Michelle Fordham ◊
Rajdeep Singh Garcha
Sanchit Gupta
Huhiui He
Althea Ignacio
Artur Issakhchanov
Erik George Jones
Yujin Jung

Sakata Emana Keshena
Lena Kondratyev
Amit Kumar
Minjoo Lee
Rebecca Manues
Annamarie Jakobien Martin ◊
Steven John Muller
Thu Trang Nguyen
Truc Nguyen ◊
Miriam Ojeda-Guillermo ◊
Frederick Opoku Agyemang ◊
Marlen Pacheco Torres
Violetta Plyushko
Linh Thi Anh Quach
Thuy Quach
Anusree Ramesan ◊
Amisha Saurav Rijal
Hanyoul Arthur Ro ◊
Matthew Scott Rommel
Yui Sato ◊
Oleg Ivanovich Semenchuk
Zeeshan Moizullah Syed
Meili Ann Thornton ◊
Sara Catherine Todd ◊
Micah Karl Allan Tangedahl
James Daniel Truong
Varun Kumar Vankayala
Sunil Verma ◊
Brian Viorato
Lien Vu ◊
Matthew Scott Williams
Xi Yang
Ze Yu
Kara Phanwadee Zollner

MASTER OF SCIENCE BUSINESS ANALYTICS
Mohamed Abdi
Dana Abdirakhym
Vani Anilkumar ◊
Sheba Baichan ◊
Aayu Bajaj
Dounia Benjdya
Brandon Richard Bourgette
Justin-Alec Blanco Cabanos
Revathi Chintapalli
Shannon Kathleen Didelius
Jonathan E. Dudley
Akanksha Garg ◊
Siddesh Hassan Lingaraj
Isha Luciano Hatch
Diane Hoang
Varun Kumar Vankayala
Chun Wang
Jue Wang
Xiancheng Zhu

Kunsulyu Janabayeva ◊
Sajan Karki
Sukhdeep Kaur
Safiye Filiz Kula ◊
Nhung Thi Hong Le
Yan Liu
Nam Vinh Lu
Harshita Mangalahalli
Camille Leigh Martinez
Ayub Ali Mirreh
Anwesha Mohanty ◊
Moosa E. Naushab
Chika Withney Okonye ◊
Akshay Kumar Palle ◊
Liyihui Peng
Sravani Ravula
Sachi Sangrakhyan ◊
Nasir Mustafa Sheikh
Paul Shemchuk
Bikramjit Singh
Navneet Singh ◊
Shivakshi Singh
Lourdes Beatriz
Sinsaya Ccorimanya
Pattan Stanescski
Grace Elizabeth May Tembreull
Aaron Duc Thai Jr.
Le Hai Trieu Tran ◊
Chun Wang
Xiancheng Zhu
SCHOOL OF NURSING & HEALTHCARE LEADERSHIP

✳ Sigma Theta Tau International Honor Society of Nursing Ψ Chapter-at-Large

MASTER OF NURSING
Alexander Bernard Buckingham
Abigail Mae Cozzi
Virginia Angeles Edwards *
Joan Keltgen-Lo *

Nadezhda Fedorovna Kish
Imee Vi Cabahug Nebres *
Rebecca Ruth Nylin *
Susan Ra *
Marlowe A. Ramirez
Jared Alan Richardson *

Alyssa Therese Rios
Kim Dee Swift *
Marcie Jean Torri *
Celiana U. Tupua *

SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK & CRIMINAL JUSTICE

✳ Phi Alpha Honor Society, UW Tacoma ΞΠ Chapter (Social Work)

MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK
Sage Ahrens-Nichols *
Shavanna Kaye Cabrera Almario
Melanie Alvarado
Rachel Danielle Baisch
Samantha Nicole Bell
Lairesa Blakely
Dallas Blenz
Jesse Bohlin
Joshua Han Brownell
Anya Gabrielle Callahan
Alia Canini-Alexander
Tina Lynn Clardy *
Kimberly Cook
Aryn Eldridge
Maria Escalera Maldonado *
Andrea June Ewalt
Mia-Larena Elaine T. Felipe
Stephanie Amy Gonzalez *
Laura Elizabeth Green
Socorro Gutierrez

Johnny Hanson
Shea Andreas Hawkins
Tyra Henderson
Veronica Rose Herren
Kashira K. Jenkins
Billie Johnson
Christina Johnson
Christina Jordan
Navjoat Kaur
Kara Koch
Cleo Levine
Joshua R. Lyons
Morgan Mabus
Tracie Mach
Redait Marcos
Frances C. Martinez
Aleya Lanae McGinnis
Kendall McKnight-Simmons
Samantha Lynn McLeod
Hallie Pepper Miller
Karen Dayvelis Molina Velasquez
Jasmin Morales

Cindy P. Nguyen *
Jason Peck
Autumn Phair
Alice Fay Sherrae Robinson
Jocelyn Rodriguez-Raygoza *
Brittany Sanchez-Reed
Rebecca Dyer Schnackenberg
Jessica R. Shaw
Steven Alan Simmons
Ella Francis Sistrunk-Holland
Brenda Smolik
Madelain Louise Stier
Chalisa RaeAnna Thompson
Stephanie Tonioli *
Sarah Tramm
Amanda Tremaine
Tierra C. Walker
Franz Caesar Duldulao Vicente
Julia Anne Wood
Divine Alexa Abella Yagumyum

SCHOOL OF URBAN STUDIES

MASTER OF ARTS IN COMMUNITY PLANNING
Alan Wendell Butler Jr.
LaKecia Tanis Farmer
Danielle Hickman

Darryl Jamez Earl Holman
Deborah Twite Ndomba
Trang Lynn Tran
Gia Sativa Valentine
Angelica Pearl Witherspoon
Baccalaureate degrees

Degrees awarded on completion of all graduation requirements.
Listing in this program does not indicate that all requirements have been met.

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY

* Upsilon Pi Epsilon International Honor Society for the Computing and Information Disciplines  \( \Delta \) Computer Science and Systems Honors

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN COMPUTER SCIENCE & SYSTEMS
Aaniyah Azrina Alyes
Ryan Davis Anderson
Zachary Andersen
Maria Babko
Alexander Boudreaux
Drew Christopher Brown
Ngou In Chu
Justin Cruz
Caroline N. El Jazmi
Cameron Gregoire
Ashvir Sagar Guptar
Haidy Lam Kennedy
Kangryul Koh
Trung Minh Le
James Young Lee
Sullivan Seamus Lucier-Benson
Kenneth Mendoza
Taylor R. Merwin
Danie Rosa Oum
Hanad Pellissier
Komisi J. Petelo
Evelyn L. Ramirez
Austin Roaf
Keegan Sanders
Brendan Kirk Smith
Cecil Wimilyn Susi
Yosan Habte Tesfay
Kevin V. Than
Kevin Truong
Koji Nicolas Yoshiyama
Nickolas Scott Zahos

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE & SYSTEMS
Hassan Emad Abbas
Abdel Rahman Abudayyah
Niaz Ahamed
Leyla Ahmed
Sayed H. Ali
Shuaib A. Ali
Ho Thai An
Brianna Andres
Joshua Barbee
Matthew T. Bauchspies
Avinash Bavisetty
Riley Alexander Bennett
Veasna C. Bun
Matthew Burgess
Moon Chang
Ning Chi
Andrew Younghyuk Chon
Eric Jahn Coldiron Jr.
Andrew Dennis Comfort
Dillon Crookshank *
Chelsea Dacones
Aryan Ram Damle
Christian David
Tinh Bao Diep
Michael Doan
Jacob Allen Kenneth Erickson
Hassan Bassam Farhat
Abdulmuen Fethi
Thomas Andrew Gallagher
Alex Garcia
Anthony John Green
Darrell D. Green Jr.
Abigail Gutierrez
Abdul Mueed Hassan
Abdulrazak Hassan
William Edward Hay
Trevor Henry
Patrick Martin Hern
Xavier Hines
Andrew Patrick Holmes
Kevin Tra Hua
Megumi Takeda Invencion
Peter Iriarte
Hawo Dallas Issa
Jashanpreet Singh Jandu

Hyun Bin Jeon
Parker Thomas Johnson
Jarvis Hanzo Kampe
Amtoj Kaur
Aavreen Kaur
Alay Kidane
Matthew Unho Kim
Young Bae Kim
Kevin Kulman
James J. Lau
Nghia Le
Tam H. Le
Thinh N. Le
Halim Lee
Juno Y. Lee
Bairu Li
Boda Li
JanMickelson Camara Libago
Soe That Lin
Ian M. Liston
Eric J. Lottsfeldt
John Maher *
Yassin Mohamed Mahmoud
Nathaniel Peralta Mann
Makai Leo Martinez
Ashleigh Brodi Matherly
Zarif Zawad Mazumder
Gabriel Mendoza
Reilly Lynn Middlebrooks
Ahmed Mohamed
Naim Jamal Mubarak
Kemeria Redwan Mustfa
Piyawaj Jeep Naarkom
Amanda Thanh Nguyen
An Nguyen
Anna Nguyen
Brian Nguyen
Kevin Hung Nguyen
Tammy Nguyen
Toan Quoc Tran Nguyen \( \Delta \)
Chad Nikolas
Oehlschlager-Browne
Ayemyat Oo
Abdul Rahman Mohamed Osman
Rowan Osmon
Devin Peevy
Elias Will Peterson
Tin Huu Phu
David Y. Piholyuk
Aaron L. Purslow
Angelynya Pyeatt
Miguel Antonio Ramos
Timofej Ratsko
Rosemary L. Roach
Tyler Keith Robinson
Tyler Alexey Robison
Mark Andrey Rubio
Derek Jagger Ruiz-Garcia
Griffin Lee Ryan *
Cameron B. Salter
Karandeep Singh Sangha
Paul David Eugene Schmidt
James Peter Sherwood
Volha Shyshyna
Amrit Paul Singh
Harman Singh
Tewodros Sisay
Jason E. Sizemore Jr.
Riley John Stevenson
Ethan Taira
Jasharn Singh Tiara
Thomas T. Tien
Jenna Rene Timm
Jeremy Sabado Tirador
Aimee Tolett *
Huy Quoc Anh Tran
Kevin Tan Tran
Akil Kymani Turner-Richards
Michael Anthony Ancheta Tuskan
Stephen Christopher VanLuven
Enrique Vargas-Perez
Thao Vo
Angel Hoang-Thi Vu
Hui Wagner
Lixin Wang *
Colton Martin Patrick Wickens
Ryan J. Wicklund
Jered L. Wiegel
Khin Win
Hyunggil Woo
Michael N. Yarmoshik
Gregory Young Yi *
Max Younghin Yim
Marroq Ray Young
Christopher Alex Yuan
Joao Victor Zuccati De Oliveira
Youngseo Ahn
Naim Akash
Abdirahman Ali
Haider Alkadan
Monica Yamel Anaya
Nigel Thomas Baker
Armando Beltran-Molina
Shkuri Biggerstaff
Samuel Borovets
Alexander Boupharath
Tyler Jordan Brady
Christopher Raymond Brown
Larry Bui
Quang Cong Bui
Arsh Singh Chatha
Tin Tin Chien
Indora Chirinos Meza
Nathaniel Hayden Collins
Michelle Crosby *
Kaitlin Dahlberg
Toni M. Dang
Luan Dao
Manraj S. Dhaliwal
Aissatou Diallo *
Brandon Jonathan Dinh
Justin Doan
Soren Pembroke Dugger
Ryan Asher Enyeart-Youngblood
Joseph Ezenwoye
Jordan Pearson Fennick *
Anna Barbara Lewis Ferrer
Caleb Ghirmai
Michael David Grotting
Cynthia Gu
Joshua Adam Guerra
Marcelo Antonio Hairston
Colin Hanby
James L. Harris
Jecky Man Ho
JaMya Tanae Hollingsworth
Ian R. Holloway
Kenneth Hong
Kenyon August Huppe
Andy Geumchan Hwang
Mark Joshua Ligeralde Ignacio
Abdiwahab Mohamud Jama
Yusuf Mohamud Jama
Evelyn Jimenez
Audrey Rae Johnson
Nikita D. Johnson
Linus Kamau
Emmanuel Kambari
Omer Keskin
Iverson Diquein Kester
Mackenzie A. King
Ella Alexandra Kravchuk
Tyler Minh Le
Michael Minjae Lee
Diego Limon-Aguayo
Sinafek Liyew
Jennifer Khanh Lu
Crystal Luisjuan-Trejo
Mohammad Mahammed
Sufyan Mahmud
Noah Kohki Martinez
Eric McEachin
Illia Meserenko
Joshua A. Mironyuk
Hamza Mohaba
Arman Mohabbati
Isse Mohamed
Shirwa Mohamed
Alex Musselman
Dinh X. Ngo
Hiep Xuan Nguyen
Khai Nguyen
Vincent Van Nguyen
Benjamin Nicholson
Allen Chan Park
Nathan Huyunjin Perry
Hoang T. Pham
Jason Michael Pinnell *
Mankiratpal Singh Randhawa
Antony John Runey
Aliu Samatbe
Gurleen Sandhu
Adam Jasen Schull
Daniella Svatoslavovna Sergiychuk
Manninder Singh
Deanna Sithietha
Daniel W. Suh
Emma Sundara
Tobias Mark Villadiego Sy
Julian Rico Tapia
Vitosonmonorum Thai
Daryl Trinh
Yousuf Troyep
Kendrick P. Varona
Ronald Pascual Viray
Jameson Wald
Ryan J. Woo
Hererra Wray
Zachary Yahye
Sangbeom Yoo
Christopher Jimin Yoon
William Andrew Yu
Jahan Zaib
Brynn Ahlsson Zehnder

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Abdirahman M. Abdirahman
Doud Abdirahman
Adl A. Abdu
Mahamed Siad Abdullahi
Sammy Socrates Abuassi
Khalid Ahmed

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
CIVIL ENGINEERING
Laci Bostwick
Vinial Kumar
Isabelle Lake
Noah Sasha Melnick
Tyler Dale Roberts
Rachel C. Williams
Jeongbeom Yoo
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
COMPUTER
ENGINEERING
Evan David Cooper
Brandon Cramer
Iven K. Dedicatoria
Souleymane Dembele
Isaac Gordon
Jotkamal Singh Jaswal
Jonathan Joyner
Oscar Enrique Lopez Vargas
Adrian I. Martinez
Conrad James Motis
Ketan Ramani
Steven Washington Tieu

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING
Alec Connor Bitterling
Davyd Brysiuk
Albert Thomas Dacon
Robert E. Darmody
Marcus Maximus Feng
Elvin Ferrera
Okoyoro Gahou
Showmik Hossain

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING
Qier Ao
Cameron Ball
Parker D. Bentson
Arnold Jay Collado
Jacob Cornett

SCHOOL OF INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS AND SCIENCES

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN
ARTS, MEDIA AND
CULTURE
Yuri Arakaki
Jonathan Ashby
Taylor David Bailey
Paige Beardsley
Hailey May Blum
Elizabeth Katherine Bourne
Azana Sa Cain
Ayla M. Carda
Emma Leigh Doggett
Stephanie E. Genna
Alexa Ann Goff
Grace Greer
Nathan Connor Hiatt
Katherine S. Jones
Lauren Killgrove
Trinity Kovalick
Ray Bartholomew Kurtz Jr.
Shantha H. Matthews
Khaylene Moaje
Cyrus Myers
Thalia Nangauta
Camryn Neil
Cardin Tran Nguyen
Lime Anne Pearce
Michael Pinson
Jordan Seats
Rylee Sehmel
Dua Shahid
Ruby Rose Smith
Benjamin Tien
Jordan Warren
Sarah-Jayne Wienholz

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN
COMMUNICATION
Nadia Reynaga Albedairy
Katherine L. Allred
Sidney Amano
Maria Babko
Connor William Bales
Kathryn Carol Bartlett
Henry Alan Bauer
D. Delane Bertsch
Maile Brown
Peggy Chen
Isaac Vidal Cornejo
Ben Mitchell Creveling
Jonathan Xavier Dubreuil
Francisco Javier Estrada
Riley Marie Gahan
Alyson Goemaat
Leslie Gonzalez Cruz
Alexander Grajeda
Britney Guel
Elise Bianca Hannon
Isaac Harai
Kyree Harmon
Jadin Hawkins
Frances Johnson
Lily Rose Johnson
Taylor Farrington Jones
Jayden Caogdan Jose
Arshdeep Kaur
TeAirra Ebon-i Lawson
Neary Ling
Evan Robert Lozensky
Alexandria Susan Mathena
Jaureh Fatou Mballow
Lesley J. McLam
Elhan Mohamed
Kellan Moorad
Melissa Phan Nguyen
Sandy Dieu Nguyen
Callan Bell Peterson
Michael Pinson

‡ Double degree earned
Marshall R. Samuela
Luis Angel Serrano-Roman
Rahma Sheekh
Dennis Edward Stamper
Jalen Vazquez
Aaliyah Walton
Grant Jeffry Yaguchi
Bing Siu Yeung

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ECONOMICS AND POLICY ANALYSIS
Chang Liu
Vivian Truong Nguyen
Shreeyamsa Poudel
Lok Yin Wu

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY
Maya Lin Bodyfelt
Ofelii Palacios-Flores

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ETHNIC, GENDER AND LABOR STUDIES
Mesaged Abakar
Aisha Abdinasir Ali
Vannessa L. Crain
Kayla Lucille Ent'e
Erandy Flores-Bucio
Aidan Francis Ridgway-Lineaweaver
Julio Martinez Pineda
Anna T. Pham
Saije Brooke Persuise-Tiemeyer

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN GLOBAL STUDIES
Erin M. Brown
Logan Chang
Aiyana Shelai Gilbert
Jasmine Rianna Julian
Katie Arlette Mendoza Valeriano
Maki Shidahara
Liberty J. Tichenal
Matthew Turner
Eric Zastavnetchi
Haoxi Zhang

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN HISTORY
† History Honors
Alison R. Brashler
Matthew Chalfant
Rosemari Lee Anne Christensen
Zackarya Zeus Cunningham †
Jackson Robert Ellis-Ulmer
Samuel J. Ferraro
Carter Jon Hagebusch
Cameron Head
Brittany Marie Isaacson †
Austin James Long
Miles North Milican
Ekaterina Pustovaia
Jacob Robert Rogers
Fernando Santos
Austin Boyd Schultz

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS AND SCIENCES
Deeqa Mohamed Abdi
Nasrudin Abdi
Salma Aguilar
Rylee Christian Burke
Angelica Gisselle Colin
Tavaria K. Cunningham-Joseph
Noah Benjamin Elliott
Mustafa Farah
Kristina Ann Margaret Ferrara
Mark Christopher Hilwa
Andrew Johnson
Ella Grace Kelley
Kaylie Lynnelle Knight
Tahni C. McLaughy
Autumn Nyman
Lilliana Paredez
Jordan Ariel Ramlochan
Riley Kerrigan Vanderford
Lydea Rose Wagner
Renee Washbond

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN LAW AND POLICY
* Law and Policy Honors
Faraj Mohamed Abdulahi
Ceejay Alfiler *
Amit Ball *
Rylee Bice
Camila Cano Alvarez
Jessica Chandi
Mary Katherine Clark
Lia Rustam Dodita
Maria Joelia Garcia-Zavala
Jessica Mercedes Gomez-Garcia
Anna S. Johnson
Candace Victoria Lee
Andy Lopez Membrilla *
Harrah Marcelo
Janeth Molina
Hudson James Ryan Neil
Kristen A. Page
Mahamed Mukhtar Rage *
Lizeth Maria Rodriguez-Ulloa
Gabriel Nicholas Salzetti
Kyler A. Shakespeare
Peyton Spencer
Anastasia Tepsa *
Kevin K. Vaillancourt
Perla Noemi Vazquez Rodriguez
Celia B. Williams
Kaila M. Witt
Kathleen Christin Wright

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN POLITICS, PHILOSOPHY AND ECONOMICS
* Politics, Philosophy and Economics Honors
Christopher Brandt
Daelin H. Cavanaugh
Carol J. Choi
Monica Isabel G. Consulta *
Amelia Isabel Escobedo
Robert D. Farster IV
Taylor Rose Ford
Bryan Garcia
Richard P. Gentry
Jason Allen Golliet
Daniel Patrick Gombosky
Ronan Houston
Hudayfa Mustafa Ismail
Ahmad Jamal Juniper
Daniel LaVoie Platone
Clela Malia Machado *
Andrew McGee *
Katelynn Chanel McNally
Adna Mohamed
Ehra Sayid Mohamed
Wesley David Michael Norcross
Reese Everett Ramirez
Lance Rechner
Michael David Reid
Nicole Avena Reyes
Brent R. Rotter *
Kyler A. Shakespeare
Jaspreet Singh
Andrew A. Tsang
Kevin K. Vaillancourt
Ximena De Lucia
Villalpando-Maillard
Benjamin Weller
Anthony Williams
Mingxi Yu

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN PSYCHOLOGY
* Psi Chi, the International Honor Society in Psychology
Mandi Rose Adams
Nicole Allen
Hailey Anderson
Christopher Andrade Lopez
Cayden Tyler Antee
Perrin Appleton
Lillian S. Bailey
Daniel Minki Bang
Madeline Banke
Riley Baxter
Christine Jennifer Beckstrom
Deolia Elexis Beeler
Audrey Binns
Lora M. Birko
Schuyler Lila Black
Maya Elizabeth Bolin
Serenity K. Boswell
Corey Adam Brown
Stephanie Butler
Kassidy Calkins
Karlos Joaquin Ignacio Cardenas
De’ Andre Dejon Carroll
Kirsten Marie Cash
Paul Chae
Logan Chang
Vanessa Alexa Chavez Zamudio
Adam M. Chellberg
Terran Combs
Izaac James Jay Coppage
Ciarra M. Covarrubias
Lisa Lyn D’Andrea
Intisar Mumin Daud
Madison Elizabeth Davis
Savan M. Delong
Manmeet Kaur Dhaliwal
Inayatinder K. Dhillon
Jovan Singh Dhillon *
Ifran Ibrahim Ege
Joshua Mark Ellington
Ravin-Monett Yvontrice Elmore
Eric Thaddeus Emig
Kayla Lucille En’té
Meadow Audra Erhardt
Deina Marie Escr ibano *
Joel Espino
Jessica Carole Faidley
Eden Grace Fenwick
Danalyn Lia Tabalbag Fernandez *
Michael Charles Thomas Ferrara
Maike Stefanie Fleites
Irene Forati *
Madeline Elizabeth Foster
William James Foster
Jacob Curtis Fuqua
Alejandra Furlong
Tabinder Singh Gaday
Kathryn Roseville Galusha
Hannah Elizabeth Gaus
Elaida Agduyeng Ginez
Lauren Kay Glazebrook
Ethan R. Gold
Gurleen Kaur Grewal
Tamilyn Alanit Griley
Logan McWhirter Halvorson
Jessica Rose Hamilton
Najma Jama Hassan
Jaelee Henneman
Amy Hernandez
Carmen Hernandez
Victoria Truong Hoang
Abigail Maria Holder
Madison Anne Gao Huser
Thomas Jaden Hwang
Nataliya Hyldahl
Ava Tsai-Ling Iannielli
Kowsar Ibrahim
Nickolas Takashi Izumi
Dane Burnell Jacobson
Sean Dennis Jahner Jr.
Mechala Marie Jones
Maya Maher Kattan
Kamoryn M. Keeslar
Sean Chong Kim
Takiyah King
Elana M. Klopfstein
Ruby LM Kollasch
Darion A. Lamell
Tyzhan Lamkin
Emma Rose Lane
Faith Langkilde
Nailah Lawrence
Tuan Dat Le
Brooke Mercedes Lee
Rakel Lee
Asiya Lejeba Lenty
Ashley Taylor Leon Guerrero
Gerald Scott Linde
Lana Loyola
Cailin Marie Lykins
Yasmin M. Mahmoud
Parker McAfee
Megan Mendel
Tristen Nicole Meyer
Madison Hope Miller
Kristine Lynn-Nicole Miser
Leilani Alatasi Moe
Shamhad Mohamed
Arianea Shantell Morgan-Corbin
Mya Lee Morrow
Myla Analyse Myers
Haley Ann Ness
Khuong Ho Trung Nguyen
Ariana Michelle Nielson
Faith Elizabeth Norman
Kailey Shea O’Keefe
Robert Cory Oliphant
Brennah Apiseka Onosai
Stephanie Orellana Sanabria
Sonia Michelle Osuna Lara
Angelina Pardo
Joanne Park
Hunter Delaney Peluso-Piper
Mikayla Jean Pennington
Ana Maria Perez Prada
Grace Elizabeth Peters
Camryn Peterson
Jaspar B. Quinton
Bryan-Virgil Cabigting Raiz *
Michael Joseph Resly
Maxwell Richter
Ana Christina Roque
Kayla Marie Rosales
Kayley Yang Saechao
Ameera Saeed
Michael Cyrus Saffari
Mariana Sanchez Jimenez
Nyah Ashley Sanders
Prabhroop Singh Sandhu
Abigail E. Sayles
Maliyah Schiff
MeritGrace Elena Schmid
Natalie Ann Scott
Jessica Niwa Sellers
Warfa Elias Shifow
Tsegnet T. Shumet
Jamie Lynn Simmons
Coral Ann Sky
Cynthia Cemre Smith
Jenna Leann Corazón Somera
Johnathon Sprain
Breanna Katelyn Surface
Mariam Sylla
Madison Szabo
Morgan Jane Taylor
Yemi Lynn Tchala
Kaelyn Mary Tercero
Tammy Louise Thorpe
Ren Trodahl
Jonas Turner
Amaya Marie Elizabeth Turpen
Jordyn Alicia Urban-Seymore
Korin Urtezu ela
Brother Lucien Vedego
Megan Rose-Marie Voss
Ella Marie Wagner
Athena Marcella Lillian
Wahlstrom
Sara Marie Walker
Bryant Watts
Skeeter Jean Welhouse
Victoria Allison Wheeler
Anthony Williams
Dayzsa Williams
Andrew Joseph Winslow
Olyvia Woehl *
Lisa June Zoller

‡ Double degree earned
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN SPANISH LANGUAGE AND CULTURES
Jennifer Valencia

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN WRITING STUDIES
Suweyda Ali Abdi
Andrew Alex Anderson
Wayne Simmons Bergman
Raegan Marie Evans
Brandy Garcia
Gari Roddik Garcia
Damien Hang
Bailey Lynn Hedden
Gabriel Joy
Lucas Paul Keener
Peter Joseph Klemonsky
Maura Ailis McDougall
Erin Kate Merz
Diana Nguyen
Heidi Ortiz Candelaria
John Wheeler Parsons
Lime Anne Pearce
Ethan Perry
Isabella Rena Pettis-Infante
Julia Sue Pittman
Daniel Gavin Saunderson
Katie Marie-Kincaid Scott
Shella J. Vasquez
Maxwell Kurt Jose Whitley
Celia B. Williams
Halanna Marie Williams
Sarah-Jayne Wienholz

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
Lina Abdulhussein
Najma Omar Abdullahi
Jennifer Alfaro
Aseel Al-Karawi
Lauren A. Al-Kire-Kaus
Montather T. Almozani
Hailee Babcock
Jocelyn Benitez
Truc Bui
Fidel Cabanas Esparza Jr.
Karla Carranza Rosales
Shamir Paul Chambers
Yi en Chang
Sabrina Rina Chemsear
Elise Renee Clancy
Samuel Travis Corioso
Jamie Anne Dahan
Sarah Renée Dearinger
Sophia Marie Degregory
Jovan Singh Dhillon
Cory Taylor Dickson
Miles Meno Douglas
Melody Ngoc Minh Du
Rylee Lynn Evanger
Olayinka Elizabeth Faulkner
Jaden A. Ferguson
Irene Forati
Lisa H. Fry
Christian Jay Mondina Gombio
Dalia Marlyn Gomez-Lopez
Andrea Gonzalez
Ashlyn Irene Hansen
Fanisha T. Hayes
Cindy Tuong Vy Hoang
Evan Minh-Tam Hoang
Molly Elizabeth Horton
Christian Jason Barrera James
Krysta Anne Janis
Aditya Joshi
Phily Philip Kayaileth
Christopher Thomas Kidner
Yonas T. Kilemlemariam
Christine Kim
Alisa King
Hugues Kutambula
Trisha P. Lam
Anna Amelia LaPella
Anastasia Gevien
Kealohaonalani Latu
Grace Lewis
Baixiao Li
Shaina L. Llamas
Angelique Marie Louis
Jessica Marie Lowry
Lexy Luna
Carmen Gamon Lung
Kelsey Shay Lyons
Marissa Maier
Alyssa Lynn Majurin
Sovannory Lyna Man
Kaylie Noelle Manix
Kyle Mark Marshall
DeRon McCoy
Galina Vitalievna Momotyuk
Rebeccah Moulding
Malvina Mpiga Essanga
Kiana Mueller
Christina Lena My
Joseph Kuria Ndenderu
Katrina Thi Nguyen
Son Nguyen
Leizllyn Nicolas
Alexa Niez
Susan Uthman Noori
Ubah Omar
Francisca Ortiz Lopez
Joshua Ortiz
Simranjot Singh Pandher
Kara Elaine Peterson
Ayasha Phuyal
Mercy Powell
Jude Isabella Escoyer Rapusas
Aysan Benita Raxmjoy
Satinder Kaur Rehal
Mia Elizabeth Robbins
M’lynn Elyse Roberts
Madison Jade Rose
Jennifer Salazar-Cruz
Manjot Kaur Saroya
Peyton Scheschy
RJ Sincicoco
Gurpal Singh
Mercedes Smith
Glaysia Lafay Sparling
Themsiri Srimuang
Arielle Jane Tala
Yirgalem Fesehaye Tekeste
Victoria T. Thao
Olivia Thompson
Jason N. Tran
Xenia Tregubov
Thanh Phuong Trinh
Anh Thu Truong
Elizabeth Margaret Turner
Destiny Lee Tyner
Kush Kersi Vakil
Ly Vuthy
Olyvia Woehl
Mindy Elise Yates
Kai Yim
Victoria Gloria Zalutskiy

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
Mia Rosa Beaver
Hannah Joy Custer
Aiden C. Downey
Hailey Germeau
Tyler Hall
Ethan Minhtri Hoang
Clinton Howell
Margo Michelle Johnson
Seth Adam Kleckner
Violette Lafferty
Shannel Tayko Lampkey
Jessica Linkemyer
Eva Alexandra Marino
Anna Stephanie Mendoza
Daniel John Oney Jr.
Michael Alan Paszek
Devin Luis Rodriguez
Mateo N. Schuler
Gibson James Silagi
Gracelyn Snedden
Natasha Walker
Arthur Gui Weisberg
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
MATHEMATICS
Christopher Arnaud
David Lawrence Balint
Kaioke Begay

Monica Hust
Chloe Rayne Mislan Ibarra
Ellie Lamont
Kim Lewis
Katherine Lowe

Ronan Lucchesi
Nghi Phuong Nguyen
Savannah Ashlyn Pugh
Tian Qiu
Rain Katana Sumida Wilson

MILGARD SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
◊ Beta Gamma Sigma International Honor Society (Business)

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
ACCOUNTING
Sandeep Kaur Aujla ◊
Parul Sai Ven Balaji Anjan Baabu
Garry Van Cameron Jr.
Gavin Michael Carr
Emilio Joan Casillas
Patrick Edward Cassidy
Channary Chen
Andrew Yau Kit Cheng ◊
David Yurij Chernyak
Stephanie Constable
Lindzie-Noelani Borjal Credo
Laisha Cruz Orozco
Christian Dylan De Los Reyes
Sebastian Doering
Mohamed Edey
Jarett Moen Enwall
Miriam Fragoza
Michaela Fraysier ◊
Phillip M. Garey ◊
Richard P. Gentry ‡
Sabir Ghafoori
Sahildeep Singh Ghuman
Zyneicei Godbey
Ethan Michael Graham
Hilary Hughes Griffith
Gabriel James Guanga
Justicia Mercy Hackney ◊
Alexander Pachim Hard
Abdirisaq Sharif Hassan
Cameron J. Hickmon
Trey Elton Hill
Ngoan Huynh
Carson Lee Iverson
Pantaree Jaengprajak
Rachael Jolley
Jasmine Kaur
Kaleo Alani Keanu
Swam Yee Lin
Yana Maistruk ◊
Abdelfatah Siad Mohammed
Matthew Mun
Thien Hoai Nguyen
Diana Novikova

Deyana Marie Pangelinan
Kevin Michael Parsons
Ethan Perry ‡
Jacqueline Kimberly Peterson
Hoa Tan Phan
Cindi Carla Rodriguez
Perla Maria Ruvalcaba
Nhi H. San Nicolas ◊
Bikram Singh Sandhu
Patricia Nikole Schiman
Mehardeep Singh
Isaac Sorkness
Igor Sorochuk
Jackson C. Stephenson
Brannon Yoshi Stimak ◊
Dat Tran
Breanna T. Trinh
Uyen Mai Truong
Yennhi Truong
Tony T. Vu
Samantha Dominique Worcester
Hyonsu Yun ◊
Yuliya Yurchuk

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Samuel Abe ◊
Aylin Akyol
Emma Marie Anderson
Gabriela Anna Bartosik ◊
Brad Boice
Gabrielle Alexis Boyer
Jiaqi Chen
Katherine May Clark ◊
Itzel Cortez
Joshua Tyler Davidson
Jordyn Renae Davison
Alexander C. Diaz
Hayat Ebba
Brandy Garcia ◊‡
Ethan Joseph Greene
Amardeep Singh Grewal
Isabella Grace Hood-Graling
Mizuki Isokawa
Alanna Marie Jorgensen ◊

Michael Hans Kim
David Lee
Dylan Leeman
Alexis Shelby Lofink
Lauren Patricia Maggio
Blavjot S. Mann ◊
Emmanuel Ramirez Martinez
Michael McNeil Jr.
Maximus Mercer
Ahmed Mohamed
Abdulmalik Absir Mohamed
Daisy Lily Molina
Denis Mun
Ethan Nguyen
Yasmin Mohammed Omer
Kaleb Ongais
Jaden David Patterson
James Cameron Pizl
Edona Ramadani
Alesha Marie Rebitzer
Jordan J. Rogel
Andres Salmeron
Abdul Sinyan
Wyatt Smith
Nick Sok
Yanwen Sun
Tho Tieu
Alejandro Vaca
Jose Antonio Velez
Daysi Victoria Venegas
Shawndeep Virk
Hunter Adam Wagner
Trinity R. Watson

‡ Double degree earned
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

FINANCE
Jessica Lynn Allen
Santiago De Jesus Balcacel
Esukh Battengel
Elijah Joe Brown
Nicolae Conovalov
Jose Cruz
Nicholas Reed Dasaro
Quinn Duong
Julia Einer
Hewan Elias
Nigel Mohamed El-Sokkary
Nicholas G. Findley
Zyaire Julian Fullwiley
Logan Gamache
Isaac Berhanu Gebre
Ricki M. Gibson
Beckten Jack Harkleroad
Malcolm Jamal Hay
Solid Olby Heaston
Amrit K. Jandu
Lucas Anthony Johns
Spursh Parag Kacharia
Tyler I. Kinzner
Derek Joseph Langridge
Chanhee Lee
Makena Elizabeth Madsen
Anthony Joseph Marra
Raoul Eduardo Maza-Sanchez
Esther Mbugua
Alex Melnetskii
Adam C. Milne
Chi-Pheng Mit
Hanad Abdirahman Mohamed
Liban Mohamud
Oyuka Myagmarsuren
Beau Nguyen
Duy Khanh Nguyen
Brian Francisco Perez
Adreeana Francesca Phinizy
Jonathan David Puha
Marshall David Reed
Haroon Singh
Jaskaran Singh
Simranjit Singh
Mason Alexander Sloan
Gigi Tran
Kenneth Oliver T. Valle
Mitchell Williams
Cortony Annisha Yorio

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

MANAGEMENT
Cesia Amaya
Christian Ashford
Denzel Rodney Baker
Eric Ballard
Jared Baskett
Gurmanjit Singh Bassi
Mirabella BeSerra
Paige Alexandra Brothers
Benjamin Mark Brown
Josiah Koamalu Cook
Joseph Gabriel Cordell
Noel D. Draper
Bailey Larsen Holt
Samuel Lucas Ingram
Jonah Daniel Jepson
Clifford Gregory Johnson
Edris Karimi
Eugene Min Kim
Dmitry Kolyada
Adjoua Marie J. Kouassi
Colin Liu
Cynthia Elizabeth Lopez Arriaga
Levi Mack
Rodrigo Martinez Medina
Nathan Taylor Meyer
Allyiana Nicole B. Mota
David Nguyen
Sung Ho Park
Hadley Grace Parkinson
Zack Jamil Rony
Kaine Salvio-Bird
Daniel A. Santana
Jagrang Singh
Tha Young Son
Rebekah Stahl
Alexia Stewart
Lauren Stone
Mackenzie Lynne Sunde
Miya Ann Thomas
Josephine Trueblood
Chrystal Lynn Volkova
Isabel Kathryn Wolfe
Erik Yin

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

MARKETING
Ismail Tharwat Samy
Abdelmoneim
Lydia Ruth Abuli
Samah Yahya Alghazali
Erin Louise Anderson
Harpreet Bains
Audrey Bond
Matthew Borromeo
Taylor Michelle Cole-Mcintosh
Kaiya Ashlynn Crosby
Aliya Dela Cuesta
Sophie Dillard
Maddy Dolan
Daniel Jamil Elmoussa
Emma Fahnlander
Jeffrey Kyle Fore
Addison Rose Garcia
Mandon Gieng
Ralph Dioquino Gomez
Min Hou
Khadija Hussein
Alan Huynh
Ronald Kibet Kemei
Y B Lai
Nina Chrisann Lodahl
Hazel Makol
Jennifer Martinez Dominguez
Lukas Gary Martinson
Wai Lin Naing
Silver Yen Nguyen
Steven Hoang Nguyen
Maggi Olson
Joel Danger Overly
Katie Ray
Ariana Estefania Rojas Manriquez
Katherine Roldan
Jada Felec Simpson
Thanh Y. Thai
Ben Tran
Kevin Tu
Matthew Andrew Turnbull
Andrey Votaman
Anastasia Elizabeth Webster
Sarah-Jayne Wiensholz
McKenna Marie Yohey
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN HEALTHCARE LEADERSHIP
Ramla I. Abdi
Naasirah Noriyah Abdulmanaf
Hyon K. Cooper
Anisa Mohamed Dahir
Margaux Julliah De Guzman
Chloe Alexandra Evans
Maryan A. Farah
Sumaa Abdulahi Farah
Faisa Omar Jeele
Kaela Jones
Lafayette Vivian Jones
Zhizhen Li
Danna Abdi Mah
Makenzie Saeko McDonald
Sandy D. Miranda
Dhofa Mohamed
Tayyaba Naushab
Kieu-Anh Vu Nguyen
Christopher Owens
Sengravi Tiara Phakoxay
Nina A. Releford
Emily Starks
Syndy Ann Terre
Kalea May Velasco-Cosare
Kaisha Marché Walker
Mia Kinekawa Williamson

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING
* Sigma Theta Tau International Honor Society of Nursing
Ψ Chapter-at-Large

Fadumo H. Abdi
Sabine Aboltina
Abigale Adams
Farihya Ali
Stefanie Anderson
Kendra Marie Armitage
Chanelle Andora Arobel
Lindsay Ngekwie Awah
Emi Mariko Zhigang Bacha
Meryl Celia Baker
Belaynesh Biresaw
Augustyn Blake
Barjinder K. Boparai
Haley Renee Chiluck
Hyunjii Chong
Ronan Pira Joy Craft
Meaza K. Damtew
Asma Mohamed Daud
Katelynn J. Dean
Hannah Dahlquist Dejong
Mitchell Mason Dubeau
Riley G. English
Marian Ere
Jessica Estrada
Gina Aline Faiella
Brenda Flores
Livier Gasca
Axxumawit G. Gebregziabher
Leslie Gynetta Gillis
Amy Denise Gilmore *
Rachelle Briones Goda
Seydou Gueye
Alem Gurmu
Sitom Z. Habte
Seble B. Haile
Isaac Keith Higginson
Anab Ahmed Ibrahim
Habiba A. Idow
Dimtu Godana Jatani
Simerpreet Kaur
Michael Homin Kim
Jordan W. Koepfler
Haley Louise Kohlmeier
Brenda M. Kulwenza
Neha Kushan

Sasha LaDuke
Belinda Marie Laju
Stephen Lee
Casey Nicole Leeper
Stephanie Caridad Machado
Mindy Mahler
Leah Manigbas
Leah Nicole Martinez
Lauren McAuley
Forest Charles McCartney
Shalonda R. Miles
Helber Moo
Alisha Francis Morgan
Arielle A. Munn
Jacqueline Natetian Nganga
Lena Kieu Nguyen
Stefani Doreen Nichols
Vitalii Niemiet
Dirsan A. Nurga
Helen Ibuuchakuw Obiechina
Juliet Akudo Obodo
Nkechi Mediatrrix Odigwe
Daniel Rebel
Alyssa Nicole Palacios
Leah J. Parsons
Isaac Pereira
Linh Thuy Phan
Maria Eko Pratiwi
Dimity Prenger *
Anisa Rabi *
Monica Petra Ranger
Justus James Rector
Kim Richardson
Myounghae Sack
Shakira Salazar
Lindsay Schomber *
Marianir A. Sin
Hinda M. Suleiman
Sidney Dani Sun
Marielle Bernal Susi
Phung Tran *
Leo Veletskiy
Jessica Ward
Julia Waters
Victoria P. Zaremba
Bethel Fekade Zebro
Lirra Joy Ciriac Zullo
SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK & CRIMINAL JUSTICE

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE
❖ Alpha Phi Sigma National Criminal Justice Honor Society, UW Tacoma Chapter ΠΠΠ
Jejomar C. Abatayo
Sora Aburomman
Jennifer Dayana Acevedo Sanchez
Sierra B. Adams
Laraib Anjum
Aaryn Armstrong
Emmanuel Ghonny Awunu
Bailey E. Baer
Wendy Allene Beckwith
Nancy Bermudez
Hannelore Elizabeth Brown
Jillian Garcia Canolo
Jaye Coreas
Mireya Ramirez Cosner
Angel G. Cuenca
Shianne Marie Davis-Shearer
Jennifer Lynn Delp
Cassie Douglas
Paige R. Eberhard
Jessica Carole Faidley *
Yvan Earl Lee Ferrer
Isabel Catalina Gonzalez
Lilly Elsie Gress *
Madeline McEwen Harrington
Amy Hernandez
Angel Eduardo Herrera
Gilberto Sebastian Herrera
Joseph Barnett Hike
Blair T. Hoefer
Cole E. Hoefer
Sydney Alyssa Marie Jaxon
Victor P. Keremius Jr.
Anesha Kim
Joseph Kim
Sydney Oleta Kosowsky
Rebecca Maloney
Camila Mendoza
Mark Mikryukov
Jacob Samuel Miller
Joshua Morales
Jarek Munoz
Usman Nasry
Matthew Martin Nicholson
Jerry Parson
Charity L. Payton
Katherine Fabiola Perez Mejia
Natalia L. Reaves
Ashley Helen Redman
Samantha Samano
Diego Angel Sanchez
Zunaira K. Shah
Gursimran Nagra Singh
Mariana Solis Guido
Ashlee Stone
Marissa Straws-Dewberry
Adisa Svarka
Leilani Mahina Christine Torres
Mayra Alejandra Torres *
Amaree Daveigh Trevino
Christian Paul Oleta Tuck
Trinity Utnage
Leilani Penina Vaiese
Dylan Russell Van Vleet

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN SOCIAL WELFARE
❖ Phi Alpha Honor Society, UW Tacoma ΞΠ Chapter (Social Work)
Claudia Arias
Daisyguadalupe Garcia Arias
Alexandria Renae Brink
Fernando Buitron Hernandez
Abby Desalegn Endalew
Alexandria M. Erickson *
Annette Ferate
Mandy Fifeled
Robert Foster *
Josephine Rhiannon Fuhr *
Isaiah Garcia *
Kiara Cymone Gault
Mikayla Danyell Hall
Alexandra Hallock
Najma Jama Hassan
Luca Ray Holmes
Emma Law
Ceejay Love Mabbott
Maira Mariscal
Sandra Mattson
Sabrina McLendon *
Shamhad Mohamed
Duy Nguyen
Emily Nguyen
Anna Chloe Nicholas
Elizabeth Rose Oster
Anjolina Monique Russell
Elisia Maria Sanchez
Tabitha Schubert
Tasha Straughn
Hana Mei Traulsen
Elijah J. Visintainer
Aubrey Waslawski *

SCHOOL OF URBAN STUDIES

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN SUSTAINABLE URBAN DEVELOPMENT
Chase Gardner Aasen
Makenzie Bell
William Patrick Boogerd
Darien Elizabeth Eidson
Mikheela Garcia
Briana Lee Kilmer
Morgan Jean Moeller
Garet Richard Radovich

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN URBAN STUDIES
Mohamed Abdi
Justin Okello Akinyi
Tymika Albert
Rachel Savannah Bell
Dakota Marie Billops-Breaux
Denise Jearim Cancino
Barbara Commore
Amanda Destiny Cortez
Trevor Christopher Farris
Sean Graves
Selena Maye Dollente Gumiran
Jennifer Emily Hunt
Sean Patrick Lambird
Timothy Paul Leach
Daniel J. Lee
Austin M. Nole
Amanda Marie Pino

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN URBAN DESIGN
Angelina Akinshev
Matthew Chastain
Miguel Gomez-Lopez
Mason Avery Hap
Aaliya Jones
Miryan Manjarrez-Hurtado
Brian Njoroge
Patrick Alan Williams
Mohamed Yusuf
Peijie Zhai
Academic Honors

Official honors are awarded to undergraduates once final credit and grade point requirements are met and posted to transcripts.

BACCALAUREATE HONORS

Baccalaureate honors are awarded upon graduation to undergraduates earning their first bachelor’s degree with a minimum of 90 UW credits. Summa Cum Laude recognizes the top 0.5% of the program, Magna Cum Laude is the next 3% and Cum Laude is the next 6.5%. Graduates who have earned baccalaureate honors wear a gold honor cord.

Summa Cum Laude

Sandeep Kaur Aujla, Accounting
Stephanie Butler, Psychology
Adam M. Chellberg, Psychology
Margaux Julliah De Guzman, Healthcare Leadership
Ryan Asher Enyeart-Youngblood, Information Technology
Josephine Rhiannon Fuhri, Social Welfare
Brandy Garcia, Business Administration; Writing Studies
Hannah Elizabeth Gaus, Psychology
Evan Minh-Tam Hoang, Biomedical Sciences
Maya Maher Kattan, Psychology
Duy Tan Le, Electrical Engineering
Zhizhen Li, Healthcare Leadership
Yana Maistruk, Accounting
Bhavjot S. Mann, Business Administration
Andrew McGee, Politics, Philosophy and Economics
Lizeth Maria Rodriguez-Ulloa, Law and Policy
Antony John Runex, Information Technology
Anjolina Monique Russell, Social Welfare
Nhi H. San Nicolas, Accounting
Brannon Yoshi Stimak, Accounting
Kevin K. Vaillancourt, Politics, Philosophy and Economics

Magna Cum Laude

Haider Alkadban, Information Technology
Perrin Appleton, Psychology
Joshua Barbee, Computer Science
Gabriela Anna Bartosik, Business Administration
Matthew T. Bauchspies, Computer Science
Matthew Chastain, Urban Design
Ning Chi, Computer Science
Katherine May Clark, Business Administration
Nathaniel Hayden Collins, Information Technology
Josiah Koamalu Cook, Management
Dillon Crookshank, Computer Science
Quinn Duong, Finance
Meadow Audra Erhardt, Psychology
Alexandria M. Erickson, Social Welfare
Jessica Carole Faidley, Criminal Justice
Danalya Lia Tabalbag Fernandez, Psychology
Hailey Germeau, Environmental Science
Trevor Henry, Computer Science
Cindy Tuong Vy Hoang, Biomedical Sciences
Ethan Minhtri Hoang, Environmental Science
Abigail Maria Holder, Psychology
Luca Ray Holmes, Social Welfare
Jennifer Emily Hunt, Urban Studies
Andy Geumchan Hwang, Information Technology
Thomas Jaden Hvung, Psychology
Christian Jason Barrera James, Biomedical Sciences
Nikita D. Johnson, Information Technology
Avreen Kaur, Computer Science
Y B Lai, Marketing
Alyssa Lynn Majurin, Biomedical Sciences
Eva Alexandra Marino, Environmental Science
Tahni C. McGaughy, Interdisciplinary Arts and Sciences
Rebecca Moulding, Biomedical Sciences
Nghi Phuong Nguyen, Mathematics
Toan Quoc Tran Nguyen, Computer Science
Karandeep Singh Sangha, Computer Science
Manjot Kaur Saroya, Biomedical Sciences
Jessica Niwa Sellers, Psychology
Coral Ann Sky, Psychology
Yemi Lynn Tchala, Psychology
Tammy Louise Thorpe, Psychology
Maxwell Kurt Josef Whitley, Writing Studies
Mia Kinekawa Williamson, Healthcare Leadership
Brynn Ahlsson Zehnder, Information Technology
Cum Laude

Mesaged Abakar, Ethnic, Gender and Labor Studies
Aseel Al-Karawi, Biomedical Sciences
Cayden Tyler Antee, Psychology
Hailee Babcock, Biomedical Sciences
Maria Babko, Computer Science
Taylor David Bailey, Arts, Media and Culture
Nigel Thomas Baker, Information Technology
Riley Alexander Bennett, Computer Science
Schuyler Lila Black, Psychology
Maya Elizabeth Bolin, Psychology
Laci Bostwick, Civil Engineering
Karla Carranza Rosales, Biomedical Sciences
Andrew Yau Kit Cheng, Accounting
Indora Chirinos Meza, Information Technology
Eric Jahn Coldiron Jr., Computer Science
Barbara Commare, Urban Studies
Robert E. Darmody, Electrical Engineering
Madison Elizabeth Davis, Psychology
Jovan Singh Dhillon, Biomedical Sciences; Psychology
Jacob Allen Kenneth Erickson, Computer Science
Robert D. Farster IV, Politics, Philosophy and Economics
Annette Ferate, Social Welfare
Michael Charles Thomas Ferrara, Psychology
Anna Barbara Lewis Ferrer, Information Technology
Robert Foster, Social Welfare
Michaela Fraysier, Accounting
Alex Garcia, Computer Science
Christian Jay Mondina Gombio, Biomedical Sciences
Cynthia Gu, Information Technology
Cole Hanby, Information Technology
James L. Harris, Information Technology
Xavier Hines, Computer Science
Clinton Howell, Environmental Science
Sean Chong Kim, Psychology
Emma Rose Lane, Psychology
Anna Amelia LaPella, Biomedical Sciences
Rakel Lee, Psychology
Sinafek Liyew, Information Technology
Jessica Marie Lowry, Biomedical Sciences
Lana Loyola, Psychology
Danna Abd Mah, Healthcare Leadership
Miryan Manjarrez-Hurtado, Urban Design
Ashleigh Brodi Matherly, Computer Science
Parker McAfee, Psychology
DeRron McCoy, Biomedical Sciences
Noah Sasha Melnick, Civil Engineering
Erin Kate Merz, Writing Studies
Usman Nasry, Criminal Justice
Dinh X. Ngo, Information Technology
Khuong Ho Trung Nguyen, Psychology
Kieu-Anh Vu Nguyen, Healthcare Leadership
Kara Nichols, Mechanical Engineering
Hadley Grace Parkinson, Management
Elias Will Peterson, Computer Science
Isabella Rena Pettis-Infante, Writing Studies
Sengravi Tiara Phakoxay, Healthcare Leadership
Timofej Ratsko, Computer Science
Michael David Reid, Politics, Philosophy and Economics
Kayla Marie Rosales, Psychology
Derek Jagger Ruiz-Garcia, Computer Science
Gurleen Sandhu, Information Technology
Abigail E. Sayles, Psychology
Patricia Nikole Schiman, Accounting
Katie Marie-Kincaid Scott, Writing Studies
Kyler A. Shakespear, Law and Policy; Politics, Philosophy and Economics
Maki Shidahara, Interdisciplinary Arts and Sciences
Gibson James Silagi, Environmental Science
Ruby Rose Smith, Arts, Media and Culture
Tha Young Son, Management
Mackenzie Lynne Sunde, Management
Morgan Jane Taylor, Psychology
Anastasia Tepsa, Law and Policy
Miya Ann Thomas, Management
Aimee Tollett, Computer Science
Gigi Tran, Finance
Josephine Trueblood, Management
Anh Thu Truong, Biomedical Sciences
Jonas Turner, Psychology
Kalea May Velasco-Cosare, Healthcare Leadership
Andrey Votaman, Marketing
Natasha Walker, Environmental Science
Trinity R. Watson, Business Administration
Michael N. Yarmoshik, Computer Science
McKenna Marie Yohey, Marketing
Hyeonsu Yun, Accounting
Nickolas Scott Zahos, Computer Science
Lisa June Zoller, Psychology
FACULTY HONORS

Faculty honors is a designation at UW Tacoma created to acknowledge the merit of students with the grade point average equivalent for baccalaureate honors who have not completed the minimum 90 UW credits. Graduates who have earned faculty honors wear a purple honor cord.

Samuel Abe, Business Administration
Sabine Aboltina, Nursing
Erin Louise Anderson, Marketing
Stefanie Anderson, Nursing
Lindsay Ngekwie Awah, Nursing
Emi Mariko Zhigang Bacha, Nursing
Augustyn Blake, Nursing
Logan Chang, Global Studies; Psychology
Jose Cruz, Finance
Toni M. Dang, Information Technology
Alexander C. Diaz, Business Administration
Sophie Dillard, Marketing
Isaiah Garcia, Social Welfare
Phillip M. Garey, Accounting
Hilary Hughes Griffith, Accounting
Beckten Jack Harkleroad, Finance
Isaac Keith Higginson, Nursing
Showmik Hossain, Electrical Engineering
Ava Tsai-Ling Iannielli, Psychology
Megumi Takeda Invencion, Computer Science
Rintaro Izumiya, Marketing
Alanna Marie Jorgensen, Business Administration
Peter Joseph Klemensky, Writing Studies
Sasha LaDuke, Nursing
Lauren McAuley, Nursing
Sabrina McLendon, Social Welfare
Jacqueline Natetian Nganga, Nursing
Autumn Nyman, Interdisciplinary Arts and Sciences
Justus James Rector, Nursing
Kim Richardson, Nursing
Maliyah Schiff, Psychology
MeritGrace Elena Schmid, Psychology
Dennis Edward Stamper, Communication
Xenia Tregubov, Biomedical Sciences
Leo Veletskiy, Nursing
Chryslar Lynn Volkova, Management
Kaisha Marché Walker, Healthcare Leadership
Victoria Gloria Zalutskiy, Biomedical Sciences

GLOBAL HONORS

The Global Honors Program is UW Tacoma’s interdisciplinary honors program, with a curriculum designed to help highly-motivated students enhance their knowledge of global issues.

Erin M. Brown
Zhizhen Li
Tahni C. McGaughy
Mikayla Jean Pennington
Sengravi Tiara Phakoxay
Reese Everett Ramirez
Nicole Avena Reyes
Kayla Marie Rosales
Josephine Trueblood
Andrew A. Tsang
Kalea May Velasco-Cosare

UNITED STATES ARMY ROTC RECOGNITION

UW Tacoma recognizes and congratulates the following UW Tacoma student who has completed training with Pacific Lutheran University's ROTC Lute Battalion and will be commissioned as a Second Lieutenant in the United States Army.

Nathan Taylor Meyer
University Administration

BOARD OF REGENTS

David Zeeck, *Chair*
Blaine Tamaki, *Vice Chair*
Jay L. Cunningham
Leonard Forsman
Leonor R. Fuller
Alexes Harris
Linden Rhoads
Constance W. Rice
Rogelio Riojas
David Schumacher
Maggie Walker

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON ADMINISTRATION

Ana Mari Cauce
*President*
François Baneyx, *Vice Provost of Innovation and Director of CoMotion*
Jessica Bertram, *Vice President for University Business Services*
Andreas Bohman, *Vice President for UW Information Technology and Chief Information Officer*
Rovy Branon, *Vice Provost of Continuum College*
Jason Campbell, *Vice President for Finance & Budget Strategy and Deputy Chief Financial Officer*
Lou Cariello, *Vice President of UW Facilities*
Gayle Christensen, *Interim Vice Provost of Global Affairs*
Sally Clark, *Vice President of Campus Community Safety*
Mary Gresch, *Senior Vice President for University Advancement*
Rickey Hall, *Vice President for Minority Affairs & Diversity and University Diversity Officer*
Randy Hodgins, *Vice President for External Affairs*
Tamara M. Josserand, *Vice President for Development*
Mindy Kornberg, *Vice President for Human Resources*
Jack Martin, *Vice President for Marketing & Communications*
Fredrick Nafukho, *Vice Provost of Academic Personnel*
Sarah Norris Hall, *Sr. Vice President for Finance, Planning & Budgeting and Chief Financial Officer*
Mari Ostendorf, *Vice Provost for Research*
Philip J. Reid, *Vice Provost of Academic & Student Affairs*
Paul Rucker, *Vice President for Alumni & Stakeholder Engagement and Executive Director of the UW Alumni Association*
Denzil Suite, *Vice President for Student Life*
Ed Taylor, *Vice Provost and Dean of Undergraduate Academic Affairs*
Joy Williamson-Lott, *Dean, Graduate School*

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON TACOMA ADMINISTRATION

Sheila Edwards Lange
*Chancellor*
Mentha Hynes-Wilson, *Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs*
Sylvia James, *Vice Chancellor for Finance & Administration*
Joe Lawless, *Chief Strategy Officer*
Ali Modarres, *Assistant Chancellor for Community Partnerships and Dean, School of Urban Studies*
Elavie Ndura, *Vice Chancellor for Equity & Inclusion*
Patrick Pow, *Vice Chancellor for Information Technology*
Amanda Walker, *Vice Chancellor for Advancement*

Andrew Harris
*Executive Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs*
ACADEMIC DEANS AND DIRECTORS

Bonnie Becker, Associate Vice Chancellor for Student Success
Vanessa de Veritch Woodside, Executive Director of Global Affairs
Annie Downey, Director of the UW Tacoma Library
Rachel Endo, Dean of the School of Education
Natalie Eschenbaum, Dean of the School of Interdisciplinary Arts and Sciences
Cheryl Greengrove, Associate Vice Chancellor for Research
Raj Katti, Dean of the School of Engineering & Technology
Divya McMillin, Associate Vice Chancellor for Innovation & Global Engagement
Altaf Merchant, Gary E. & James A. Milgard Endowed Dean of the Milgard School of Business
Keva Miller, Dean of the School of Social Work & Criminal Justice
Ali Modarres, Dean of the School of Urban Studies
Deirdre Raynor, Executive Director of Undergraduate Education
David Reyes, Dean of the School of Nursing & Healthcare Leadership

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON TACOMA ADVISORY BOARD

Brian Marlow, Chair
Erin Galeno, Vice Chair
Creigh H. Agnew
Joanne Bamford
Florence Chang
Bruce Dammeier
Josh Garcia
Jennifer Herbig
Larry S. Kopp
Kent Park
Lye Quasim
Debbie Sayre
Mark Starnes
Bill Sterud
Richard Tift
James Waldo
Dorian Waller
Sarah Weyerhaeuser
Ex Officio
Sheila Edwards Lange
Victoria Woodards
Honorary
Clyde H. Koontz
William W. Philip
Herb Simon

OFFICERS OF THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON TACOMA

Holly Wetzel, President

Executive Board
Norah Duncan, Director of Outreach
Jayana Estacio, Director of Student Technology
Roland Heyne, Director of University Affairs
Jamie Song, Director of Internal Communication & Affairs
Chrystal Lynn Volkova, Director of Legislative Affairs
Alicia Whitten, Director of Finance

Senate
Katherine L. Allred
Cesia Amaya
Jonathan Angell
Raghvi Baloni
Evan R. Campbell
Eamon Challinor
Isaiah Garcia
Enmanuel Mujica
Jason N. Tran
Kalea May Velasco-Cosare
Ryan J. Wicklund
Santino Wong
Buruk Yimesgen
UNIVERSITY FACULTY

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Rachel Endo, PhD, Dean
Julia Aguirre, PhD
Kathleen Beaudoin, PhD
Kawena Begay, PhD
Gordon Brobbey, PhD
Laura Feuerborn, PhD
Dawn Hardison-Stevens, PhD
Kurt Hatch, EdD
Diane Kinder,
Professor Emerita, PhD
Christopher Knaus, PhD
Miranda Kucera, PhD
Belinda Y. Louie, PhD
Ginger L. MacDonald,
Professor Emerita, PhD
Robert R. MacGregor,
Retired, EdD
José Rios, PhD
M. Billye Sankofa Waters, PhD
Marcy L. Stein,
Professor Emerita, PhD
Matthew Weinstein, PhD
Sae saem Yoon, PhD

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY
Raj Katti, PhD, Dean
Menaka Abraham, MS
Eyhab Al-Masri, PhD
Mohamed Ali, PhD
Nara Almeida, PhD
Lorne Arnold, PhD
Yan Bai, PhD
Orlando Baoicchi, PhD
Paulo Barreto, PhD
Charles Bryan, MS
Thomas Capaul, MS
Wei Cheng, PhD
Donald Chinn, PhD
Charles Costarella, MS
Larry Crum,
Professor Emeritus, PhD
Vahid Dargahi, PhD
Debasis Dawn, PhD
Martine De Cock, PhD
Heather Dilllon, PhD
Kivanc A. Dincer, PhD
Matthew Ford, PhD
Alan Fowler, MS
Chunming Gao, PhD
Bryan Goda, PhD
DC Grant, MIPM
Robert Gutmann, PhD
Emese Hadnagy, PhD
Ingrid Horakova, MS
Juhua Hu, PhD
Ling-Hong Hung, PhD
Mohammed Jasim, PhD
Hee Seok Kim, PhD
Angela Kitali, PhD
Massimiliano Laddomada, PhD
Seung-Jin Lee, PhD
Wes Lloyd, PhD
Thillainathan Logenthiran, PhD
Christopher Marriott, PhD
Michael McCourt, PhD
George Mobus,
Professor Emeritus, PhD
Anderson Nascimento, PhD
Deveeshree Nayak, MS
Mark A. Pagano, PhD
Moshe Rosenfeld,
Professor Emeritus, PhD
RagHAVI Sakpal, PhD
David Schuessler, MS
Jie Sheng, PhD
Zhiqian Shu, PhD
Nafiul Siddique, PhD
Monika Sobolewska, MA
Ankur Suri, MS
Josh Tenenberg, PhD
Ankur M. Teredesai, PhD
Matthew Tolentino, PhD
Jeff Walters, PhD
James West, PhD
Ka Yee Yeung, PhD
Dongfang Zhao, PhD

SCHOOL OF INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS AND SCIENCES
Natalie Eschenbaum, PhD, Dean
Luther Adams - Free Man of Color, PhD
Hi-Jyun Ahn, PhD
Sarah Alaei, PhD
Dolores Alcaide Ramirez, PhD
Michael Allen, Professor Emeritus, PhD
Yajun An, PhD
Katherine Baird, PhD
Maria-Tania Bandes
Becerra Weingarden, PhD
Gordon R. Barnes, Jr., ABD
Alan Bartlett, PhD
Ellen Bayer, PhD
Christopher Beasley, PhD
Anne Beaufort, Professor Emerita, PhD
Bonnie Becker, PhD
Linda C. Nicole Blair, PhD
Joan Bleecker, PhD
James F. Brown,
Professor Emeritus, PhD

Sae saem Yoon, PhD

SCHOOL OF INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS AND SCIENCES
Tyler Budge, MFA
William Burghart, PhD
Angel Cabrera Silva, ABD
Ryan Card, PhD
Alison Cardinal, PhD
Kima Cargill, PhD
Rubén Casas, PhD
Leighann Chaffee, MA
Edward Chamberlain, PhD
Sarah A. Chavez, PhD
EC Cline, PhD
Jane Compson, PhD
David Coon, PhD
Robert Crawford,
Professor Emeritus, PhD
Julia Dancis, PhD
Jeremy Davis, PhD
Sonia De La Cruz, PhD
Vanessa de Verich Woodside, PhD
Chris Demaske, PhD
Joanne Clarke Dillman, PhD
Joyce Dinglasan-Panilio, PhD
Cynthia Duncan,
Professor Emerita, PhD
Julie Eaton, PhD
Sara Eccleston, PhD
Ander Erickson, PhD
Michael Forman, PhD
Alison Gardell, PhD
James Gavew, PhD
Claudia Gorbman,
Professor Emerita, PhD
Cheryl Greengrove, PhD
Margaret Griesse, PhD
Anna M. Groat Carmona, PhD
Mary Hanneman, PhD
Matthew Harvey, PhD
Eliza Heery, PhD
Morgan Heinz, MS
Jutta Heller, PhD
Margaret “Meg” Henderson, PhD
Rachel Hershberg, PhD
Michael Honey,
Professor Emeritus, PhD
Peter Horak, PhD
Cynthia Howson, PhD
Emily Ignacio, PhD
Natalie Jolly, PhD
Ever Jones, MFA
Beth Kalikoff,
Associate Professor Emerita, PhD
Michael Kalton,
Professor Emeritus, PhD
Maureen Kennedy, PhD
Sana Khalil, PhD
Kelly Kim, PhD
Zaher Kmail, PhD
Lawrence Knopp,
Professor Emeritus, PhD
Ed Kolodziej, PhD
Tomas Koontz, PhD
Pamela Krayenbuhl, PhD
Michael Kucher, Associate Professor Emeritus, PhD
Michael S. Kula, MFA
William Kunz, PhD
LeAnne Laux-Bachand, MA
Hyoung Suk Lee, PhD
Jeong-Ah Lee, PhD
Jonah Li, PhD
Anna Lovász, PhD
Eva Ma, PhD
Augustus “Augie” Machine, MA
Sasha Malinsky, MS
Bidisha Mallik, PhD
Jacob Martens, MFA
Erik McDonald, MS
Nita McKinley, Associate Professor Emerita, PhD
Benjamin Meiches, PhD
Alex (Theodore) Miller, PhD
Danica Miller, PhD
Cassie Miura, PhD
Andrea Modarres, PhD
Sushil K. Oswal, PhD
Yixuan Pan, MFA
Sasha Malinsky, MS
Libi (Elizabeth) Sundermann, PhD
Rita (Duong) Than, MS
Riki E. Thompson, PhD
Emily Thuma, PhD
Erik Tou, PhD
Ruth Vanderpool, PhD
Tanya Grace Velasquez, MA
Jack Vincent, PhD
Ingrid Walker, Associate Professor Emerita, PhD
Gene Wang, PhD
Carolyn West, PhD
Charles Williams, PhD
Jenny (Ye) Xiao, PhD

MILGARD SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Altai Merchant, PhD, Gary E. and James A. Milgad Endowed Dean
Zoe I. Barness, PhD
Allieza Boloori, PhD
Daniel Bryan, PhD
Zhiyan Cao, PhD
Gordon Craig, MBA
Sergio Davalos, PhD
Haluk Demirkan, PhD
Marion Eberly, PhD
Ray Tsai Fang, PhD
Ehsan H. Feroz, PhD
Nasir Haghighi, PhD
Arthur Jago, PhD
Shalini Jain, PhD
Rupinder Jindal, PhD
Fei Leng, PhD
Kent Nelson, Teaching Professor Emeritus, PhD
Jinlan Ni, PhD
Stephen Norman, PhD
Gregory Noronha, PhD
Jill M. Purdy, PhD
Gregory M. Rose, PhD
Shahrokh Saudagar, PhD
Gim Seow, PhD
Evelyn Shankus, MS
Joseph Shin, PhD
Howard L. Smith, PhD
Hui Suk So, MA, ACC
Arindam Tripathy, PhD
Michael Turek, MBA, MSBA
Gary Viers, MA, ACC
Wu, Juan, PhD
Luyu Wang, PhD
Xia (Eliza) Zhang, PhD
Xingyue (Luna) Zhang, PhD

SCHOOL OF NURSING & HEALTHCARE LEADERSHIP
David Reyes, DNP, MN/MPH, RN, Dean
Chieh (Sunny) Cheng, PhD, RN
B. Jane Cornman, Senior Lecturer Emerita, PhD, RN
Marjorie C. Dobratz, Professor Emerita, DNSc., RN
Denise Drevdahl, PhD, RN
Robin Evans-Agnew, PhD, RN
Sharon Gavin Fought, Associate Professor Emerita, PhD, RN
Katie Anne Haelring (Adamson), PhD, RN
Susan L. Johnson, PhD, RN
Sharon S. Laing, PhD
Karen Landenburger, Professor Emerita, PhD, RN
Jingyi Li, PhD, RN
June S. Lowenberg, Professor Emerita, PhD, RN
Patsy L.B. Maloney, EdD, RN
Janet Primomo, Associate Professor Emerita, PhD, RN
Ruth Rea, Associate Professor Emerita, PhD, RN
Kathleen Shannon Dorcy, Associate Teaching Professor Emerita, PhD, RN
Christine Stevens, PhD, RN
Cathy Tashiro, Associate Professor Emerita, PhD, RN
Shamay Thomas, FNP-C, MSN, ARNP
Weichao Yuwen, PhD, RN

SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK & CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Keva Miller, PhD, Dean
Christopher Barrans, MSW
Anindita Bhattacharya, PhD
Asia Bishop, PhD
Hermenia Butler, EdD
Rick Butt, MSW
Jarrod Call, PhD
Kenneth Cruz, PhD
Thomas M. Diehm, Teaching Professor Emeritus, PhD
Charles A. Emlet, Professor Emeritus, PhD
Jerry Finn, Professor Emeritus, PhD
Rich Furman, PhD
Michelle D. Garner, PhD
Vern Harner, PhD
Marian S. Harris, Professor Emerita, PhD
Janelle Hawes, PhD
Andrea Hill, PhD
Teresa Holt-Schaad,
   Senior Lecturer Emerita, MSW
Mahealani Kalilikane, MSW
JaeRan Kim, PhD
Nancy Kuhuski, MSW
Janice H. Laakso,
   Associate Professor Emerita, PhD
Marcie Lazzari,
   Professor Emerita, PhD
Eric Madfis, PhD
Whitney Miller, MSW
Randy Myers, PhD
Lindsey Phillips, MSW
Ronald San Nicolas, PhD
Claudia Sellmaier, PhD
Moniquetra Slater, MSW
Grant Tietjen, PhD
Barbara Toews, PhD
Megan Toothaker, MSW
Diane Young,
   Professor Emerita, PhD

SCHOOL OF URBAN STUDIES
Ali Modarres, PhD, Dean
Brian Coffey,
   Professor Emeritus, PhD
Yonn Dierwechter, PhD
Anthony Falit-Baiamonte, PhC
James W. Harrington,
   Professor Emeritus, PhD
Lisa Hoffman, PhD
Linda Hurley Ishem,
   Associate Teaching Professor Emerita, PhD
Matthew Kelley, PhD
Gregory Lund, MGIS
J. Mark Pendras, PhD
Jessi Quizar, PhD
Bára Šafářová, PhD
Anne Taufen, PhD
Davon Woodard, PhD
Anaïd Yerena, PhD

GONFALON GUARDIAN
Omari Amili, School of Interdisciplinary Arts and Sciences ‘14 & ’16

GONFALONIERES
School of Education
Alma Paola Vargas Salazar

School of Engineering & Technology
Noah Sasha Melnick

School of Interdisciplinary Arts and Sciences
Ayla M. Carda

Milgard School of Business
Evan R. Campbell

School of Nursing & Healthcare Leadership
Kalea May Velasco-Cosare

School of Social Work & Criminal Justice
Isaiah Garcia

School of Urban Studies
Jennifer Emily Hunt

FACULTY MARSHAL
Huatong Sun

COMMENCEMENT MARSHALS
Jessica Asplund
Wendy Barajas Cadenas
Shannon Carr
Dayna Childs
Ricky Chon
Andrea Coker-Anderson
Rachel Crook
Karín Dalesky
Janet De La Cruz
Brandy Featherstone
Justin Gailey
BethAnn Hoover
Johnica Hopkins
Jessica Immerman
Melody James
Beth Jeffrey
Lindsey Kealoha
Ryan Kernan
Kira King
Belinda Louie
Julie Masura
Ginger Monroe
Francis Nwagbara
June Parra
Tracy Pitt
Kiko Salas
Sally Schwartz
Terry Simonsen
Aubree Steffens
Mariife Tabao
Will Taylor
Shelli Veal
Ashley Walker
Isabella Webb
Noelle Wilson
Toni Woodman
Akane Yamaguchi
Sarah Young

Cover art courtesy of Wayne Bissky ©2016